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By M. Mbebe & H. Mdlankomo

SPECIAL
POINTS OF INTEREST:


Visit by Netherlands
guest and arrival of our
Delegation from Netherland.

Visit

The arrival of Netherlands guest was expected as they usually
follow what they say,
and they deliver from
their promises despite





Comment about Primary School.

Municipality, SANCO
and Parliament meeting.

many disappointment
from Dordrecht South
Africa. They promised to visit us and
they did. We meet
them as they kindly
joined presentation by
our delegates from
Netherlands.
They
warmly opened their
hearts and hands.
And they presented
cheque for the foundation of twelve thousand R12 000 as a
gift.



Police Patrolling Campaign

In South Africa its
spring
season—the
weather
is
much
pleasant than when is

by Netherlands Guest

compared to our win- fascinated and happy about taking
ter season.
the journey to Europe—she was impressed by Dordrecht transport sysMEETING
WITH
tem, she was also impress by level
THE FOUNATION
of development of their infrastructure, their roads, rivers, shopping
he meeting was centers, architecture, status and

support, instead we experience
hostility”. He made reference to
the fact that we are twin town or

hosted on Peter Ger- their amazing agriculture.
land conference room. Finally with the Foundation they
It was a polite and discussed Small, Medium business
friendly atmosphere Enterprises; they discuss in detail
in the room; as people Mayo Business and Ntsikelelo’s inwere free to present ternet cafe.
their views and expeMr Peter welcomed the visitors from
riences about the EuNetherlands and thank them for
ropean Dordrecht and
their contribution towards DorSouth African one.
drecht foundation and its communiMrs Matshabane pre- ty at large.
sented her experience
He pointed out that in SA we need
in the Netherlands
“big help” to combat poverty and
and showed the foununder development. He said that
dation the gift and
Dordrecht Netherland is progressdonation she received
ing “because you guys are receiving
from Netherlands for
support from your government and
Dordrecht Hospital.
municipality—unfortunately, for us
And for the Brass
that is not the case; we don't get any
Band group. She was

because they receive assistance
from businesses and municipality.

T

cities which must cooperate in
Municipality level in order to improve lives of people. This is happening in Dordrecht Netherland

Visiting Sinako Youth Business
In Sinako they met Ntsikelelo
Speelman, he presented his business aspirations, his vision about
future of the business and told
them about the number of years
he had to endure under difficult
conditions.

PARLIAMENT VISIT
The representatives of Eastern Cape




Other Progress about
development.

Delegation with Dordrecht Primary Educators

Parlia- .SANCO is consulting Parliament before going to
ment from Bisho, the Provincial capital city, Court as protocols dictates.
came to Dordrecht to listen to the community The representatives of Municipality
after hearing number of complains about poor
asked for more time to correct and investigate the
administration and lack of service delivery.
allegation on them.
In their meeting with community and later with
SANCO they hear complaints direct from community and documented evidence accusing The community and SANCO awaits the answer
municipality of fraud, corruption nepotism and from Mayoral office—if she fails, they will go to
Court.
so on.
They discussed about solar panel that would be
built in Dordrecht and the cost of shares which
are estimated to six hundred thousand R600
000—which is to high for community to afford. They also discuss the option of divorcing
form Lady Frere, stating that the agreement for
unity between Emalahleni towns has a clause
that Mayoral position must revolve around different town, but Lady Frere fails to honor this
clause thus rendering contract void

SANCO and Dordrecht community states that our
town has twin sister city which is Dordrecht Netherlands, that has best interest of developing our
towns business and improves our lives.
It is reported that Dordrecht wants to end relationship with Emalahleni as soon as possible and forge
new alliance with other town that are progressive.
We lost 49 computers, big screen, projectors PA
system from Netherlands and college after we join
Lady Frere led municipality and our stuff are there.
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DORDRECHT MULTIMEDIA CENTRE (DMC)

The Multimedia Centre at Van Zyl

Starting out as a photographer he
Street in Dordrecht has since three was selected for a programme by the
months become a multipurpose busi- Department of Social Development
ness centre. In an effort to help that help him build his business.
young entrepreneurs to built their
own business Mr. Speelman, owner That he is now in a position to help
P a g e 2
of the Multimedia Centre, gave two others build their business makes it
young persons an opportunity to for- extra special. At the Multimedia CenProgress about pr
mally start as a barber and hair dress- tre you will find computers to use
er in Dordrecht. One of the offices of and be educated on using, an interthe Multimedia Centre was cleared net connection but also a print shop. as
out and set up for two young entre- Also photo and video production is
preneurs. Now a steady number of core business and his colleagues.
people finds their way to the Multimedia Centre to get their done. ‘I am
very happy with this. Now they get
change to build a future’ says Mr.
Speelman. ‘ Young people should not
be sitting next to their homes but get
up and work’, as he did himself successfully .
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School Governing Board and
community members, they de-

Munic-

ipality of Dordrecht and

cided early this year that the

other stake holders

Chris Hani primary should
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rebuild by July and onwards, but
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POLITICS AROUND DORDRECHT VICINITY
There are rumors that

Why do politics matter? This may

hall, then Dordrecht will

experience decline of un-

the dairy building that went

employment and poverty.

bankruptcy few years ago

The opening will improve

There is vast different in terms of man-

agingand
the economy, how resources arelives off many people. It
couldquesbe refurbished
sound naïve but it is important
will contribute positive for
commissioned for work by
allocated, the structure of education.
tion that every person should
ask.
community at large and
early
next year.
To make a town into a city takes vision,
boost economy of the
For any country to develop or proIf the news are correct as
town.
wisdom, courage and education. One
all indications
gress—it needs representatives
that says so by
SANCO and municipality
has to know how to allocate resources
look for its interests. Those people
officials during the meeting
to most important items; the budgthat was held at Mike Huna
are politicians. They are important
eting is the foundation of building a
as Doctors to patience. Hence the
better government.
issue of politics should be of interest
The town of Dordrecht in South Africa
to any member of community behas seen little progress, partly because
cause it a matter of life and death.
This is the best thing the muit does not have enough resources to
Politics had been around for thounicipality has done for the community,
look after the community. Firstly the
sands of years, before and during
having said that, it also have negative
municipality has no way of making
the days of King and Emperors. They
results because people don’t respect
money because the is high rate of unserve to organize a community for a
the value of “free things”. In reality
employment—this in turn has negative
specific purpose and create a culture
there is nothing free, because someone
effects on municipality because people
or civilization.
is paying, as we don’t pay for water the
cannot afford to pay for water or othTo make a point of importance of
ers services. The municipality is subsidiz- municipality is spending lot of money on
politics let’s take a look at twin cities
water and paying salaries of the eming the entire community with the exexample. Dordrecht is a small town
ployees.
ception of few for water and service
in Eastern Cape South Africa, but few
delivery.
people know that there is a city in
Netherlands with the same name.

On the other side of the sea, the Dordrecht in Netherlands has vast development, best infrastructure and progressive political culture. It is a city—but
with bad politics a city could turn into a
town or a ghetto. That is why politics

matter—they determine the value of life
for many people.
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Dordrecht Park
The amazing Dordrecht South Africa has a
children's park .As it is developing step– by
step Municipality saw a need for this park since
children do not have something special to entertain themselves after school .In this Park
there are playing tools ,open field so that children can be able to enjoy variety of games .
In order for a person to grow mental he/she
needs affection with the outside world i.e. it
takes a village to raise a child .This Dordrecht
Park is so helpful to the community because it
improve the standard of living and provide Job
opportunities to youth of Dordrecht .
Safety is the gist in all aspects .municipality
employed security guards to look after the site
and for the safety of these angels .Imagine During Festive season when everyone are with
their families the space for bonding session is
needed ,therefore this Park accommodate
them to spend some quality time together .

Working integrated with Dordrecht Municipality the Multimedia Centre is willing to supply
the Dordrecht Park with Wi-Fi connection so
that the community can enjoy much more as
they will be connected posting pictures ,videos
and nice updates with the outside world .

Gymnasium
Taking care of your body is the best health

Dordrecht South Africa is a town of many talents .Since the health club is progressing there
remedy for life .The are individuals who saw a
is plan of boosting the economy of Dordrecht
need for a gym health centre since most Dorby allowing clients to book themselves daidrecht people are being obese due to unly ,weekly & monthly tickets which are going
healthy living lifestyle.
to be sold for R70 –R120 for some hours .
During the week the working class get off from
age home is surviving The issue of train will be clear
work and go straight The
to oldTaverns
with the
as it provides its service to by next year, we assume it will
taught of relaxing . Thissenior
kind citizens.
of lifestyle
interThough
they go hand in hand with the
experience challenges
from construction of solar panel .
feres with individual physicality
due to poor
time to time but they man- So far there is no tangible
diets and nutrition ,hence this gym health cenaged well and doing their best result from the ground.
tre made a huge difference
to fulfill because
their duties.since its
functioning Dordrecht people
theirfor
time
They arespend
also grateful
the
support
they
get
from
Netherin the centre not in the streets .
lands such as donation and
moral support,
theypolishing
are equalhelpful
since its
ly important.

This gymnasium is so
some fade talents of others as they begin to
show interest to some sports for in stance football ,nedance etc. and it is also helpful in alleviate stress and depression that lead to suicidal
actions .

It is an interesting and beneficiary way to the
whole community .Yes there are some lack of
other equipment since the centre in primary
stage but it is very promising .
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POLICE PATROLLING CAMPAIGN
Crime is everywhere .Dordrecht South Africa is
a small town with lot of scandals .There department of Police saw a need of patrolling with
the searching unit in all Dordrecht locations
working integrated with Community Police Forum since there are a number of complaints of
theft ,house breakings , murder and unresolved
youth fights. Police officials patrol every hour
to all households for the safety of community .
This campaign assisted in decreasing crime
rate , gangsters and public drinking to the
community .It also alleviate death rate since
graveyards becoming full .

Can you imagine walking with fear due to unsafe environment because if it happens you
send a child to the shop you have to wait for
bad and sad news that the child is being raped
and murdered or disappeared because the are
foreign individuals who make their evils and
demonic actions with body parts of these children.

The community members now are very thrilled
with this campaign ,they are laughing out loud
with this system because their lives are no
longer in danger as they walk freely in their
streets .
The Multimedia Centre is ears all over Dordrecht regarding to better and healthy living
lifestyle of Dordrecht South Africa.
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Dordrecht News
Grey Street Dordrecht, 5435
for more info :
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045 943 1220

Spend Whole Night with less price
Get free Wi-Fi
Free & Safe Vehicle Parking
For More Info please contact :

Vision

Dordrecht and beyond.

Dordrecht
5435

Don't miss special of the weekend

News

Dordrecht News is to inform community of

11 Van Zyl Street

Next to Caltex Garage

Dordrecht

Phone:
Fax:
E-mail:

Mission
(045) 942 1565
(086) 045 4142
ddxnews@gmail.com

Is to inform society, to improve their understanding about social development and to
educate our community and South Africa

“Knowledge is power”

